Corporate Members
Dr. Bronner’s Magic Soaps*
Hidden Valley Orthodontics

Active Members
Richard and Donna Aeling*
Dorothy A. Aeling*
Jim and Miki Aeling
Erick Altona*
Greg and Tammy Anglea
Carlton and Eileen Appleby◊
Barry and Lee Baker
Mark and Margie Baker*
Bradley Bartlett
Jan Bourgeois*
Douglas and Rita Bowcock*
Janet Boyce
John and Donna Boyce*
Lorraine Boyce*
David Bronner*
Michael Bronner*
Trudy Bronner*
Virginia Burke
Robert Burson
Rosemary Burson
DeLisle and Lois Calac*
Jack T. Campbell◊
Jill Campbell*
Martin and Jane Christensen*
Z.Y◊ and Cristina Coleman*
Megan Comer-Pearo
Amy Carr Concannon & Timothy Concannon*
Ralph Cook and Gary Cook*
Cosmic Solar, Inc.
Sally Costello*
Michael Currington
Rachel and Michael Currington
Dara Czerwonka and Richard Warren
Erin Decker
Tom and Linette Draper
Patrick and Mary Ann Drinan
Patrick F. Drinan
David Drucker and Nona Sims Drucker
Jeffrey R. Epp
Escondido Community Child Development Center
Gerard and Lea Fay
Susan Floyd
Patrick Flynn
Mike Freet
Alex and Irene Galenes*
Dave Geary
Joseph Giamanco
Marvin Gilbert*
Robert Gilson
Sue Gilson
John R. Goodrich*
Stephen and Bonnie Gosselin
Richard Greenstein*
Susan Greenstein*
Jay R. Grossman*
* Founders
** Benefactors
◊ Deceased
MEMBERS
AS OF APRIL 2022

Roberto Gutierrez and Wendy Tunison
Mary Ellen Hageman
Alan and Dana Hartley*
Philip and Kathleen Henry*
Kirk and Kim Henson
David and Kathy Herbert
Herde 1998 Trust*
Daniel D. Herde*
Marilyn K. Herde*
Faye Hines and Judd Goldfeder*
Helen Holmes Peak*
Kenneth and Beverly Hugins*
Richard and Marcia Huls
Luis A. Ibarra
Jennifer Imm
Stephen and Tina Inscoe
Thomas and Delnora Janecek
Janet Jones*
Katherine Baxter Memorial Foundation*
Kevin and Suzanne Kindschi
Thomas and Jane Knight*
Chris Conaway and Andrea Kudwa
Emmet and Sandra Lee
George and Elisabeth Lentulo*
Jean Loo-Russo
Raul Lopez-Palm and Anna Bendimez
Dorcas Lounsbery*
Kenneth Lounsbery*
Brian and Emily Lowe
Betty Lusky

Bryan and Cecilia Lusky*
Nancy B. Lyon
Colleen MacKinnon
Sipulieni Makihele
Michael and Connie Malkiewicz
William McGlincy*
Paul McNamara
Sarah S. McSpadden
Joan Meyer*
Michael Milam*
Cat and Nick Monroe
Royce and Mary Beth Moore
Wendy Morrison
Kenneth Myers*
Neighborhood Healthcare
Myrna North
Vaughn North
Michael O’Donnell
Cathy O’Malley and Mike O’Malley
Natalia Orosco Beresford
Charles and Susan Patrick
Richard Paul and Mercedes Iglesias-Paul*
Michael and Cindy Peters*
Eric and Camille Peterson
Tim and Lori Pfeiler*
Scott and Pam Putnicki
Caroline Raymond*
Jacquelyn Raymond*
Margaret Raymond*
Rebecca Raymond*

* Founders
** Benefactors
◊ Deceased
Brenda Robbins
Robert and Carolyn Roden*
Ross Rose*
Denis and Carolyn Royer
John Rubesha◊ and Kathy Rubesha
Jim Ruder*
Lisa Ruder*
Leila Sackfield
San Pasqual Band of Mission Indians
Cassandra Schaeg
Suzanne and Jacob Schaffner
John and Marie Schwab
Christopher M. Sell*
Tamson Sell
Frank and Wendy Shadpour*
Dave and Jan Simpson
Walter and Lucille Sinfield*
Robin Sjogren Flynn
Jacqueline M. Skay J.D.
William and Wanda Smith
Mark Stuart and Tim Rupe
Carol Trautner*
Lawrence Trautner*
Nicholas Tsoulou*
Ruth Tsoulou*
Anthony and Maureen Tzouris
Paul and Neeltje Van Elderen*
Jerry and Kathy VanLeeuwen
Cindy Waasdorp*
Johnny and Donna Watson
George and Cynthia Weir*

Tom and Carolyn West
Robert Wilson*
Matthew and Kari Witman
Fred and Kathy Wollman*

** Benefactors

Endowment Builders
The Northern Trust Company
Sam and Mona Abed
Christopher Alto
Jack and Judith Anderson
Jay and Lin Backstrom
Olyn and Linda Bailey*
Rodger and Joyce Baird
J. Ray and Ellen Baker◊
Nick and Rosie Barnett*
Leslie Bonar*
William Boyce◊
Edwin and Nancy Lee Bradley
Erik and Rita Brandin
Brecht BMW/Brecht Mini
Simon Breen
Dave W. Brooks
Michael◊ and Virgina Burke*
Lois Calac*
California Center for the Arts Escondido
Elmer C. Cameron
Bill and Kimberly Cardoso
Craig Carter
Danielle Cason
Stephano Catania
Patricia Cavanaugh

* Founders
** Benefactors
◊ Deceased
MEMBERS AS OF APRIL 2022

Robert Chaffin
Craig W. Clark
Heidi Collier
Sabrina Consiglio
Dolly Cooper
Ivan Corona
Josue D. Cortes
John and Patricia Ann Coseo*
Tim Costanzo*
Carina Courtright
Michael Covert
Diane Crisman
Thomas and Diane Crisman
Robert and Elisabeth Crouch
Jackson and Danielle Cupp
Richard and Kathryn Daniels*
Robert and Lisa Daniels
Dana Dawson
Steven and Kim de Belle
Jeff and Shelley de Ganna
Arie and Anna de Jong*
Carla Dedominicis
Ildiko Demeter
Design Moe Kitchen & Bath
Michael and Carolyn Diaz
Neal Griffin and Olga Diaz*
Michael Donaldson
Earl and Deborah Dowdy*
Earl and Deborah Dowdy
Irv and Barbara Erdos

Mary Erdos
Fred◊ and Joan Ferrazzano
Filippis Pizza Grotto
Graham and Evelyn Fleming*
Bill and Connie Flores
Casey Flores
Frank Foster*
Janet Foster*
K. Allen and Barbara Foucar*
Elizabeth Gabrych*
Michael Gaggos
Henrietta Gailey*
Brian and Shawna Gibbs
Philip and Rebecca Gibbs
Deborah Goodrich*
John Goodrich III
Pilar Hackman
Jeffrey and Lisa Hayden
Bob and Mary Ann Hemker
Charles and Georgia Henry◊
Michael Heymann and Deborah Port*
Gerald and Mona Hoadley*
Patricia Hodgkin
Monica and Jeffery Hofstetter
La Rene Houk*
Dennis N. Howard◊
Araceli Huerta
Lee and Beverlee Human*
Shad and Kellie Hunziker*
Garrett Imeson

* Founders
** Benefactors
◊ Deceased
Dorothy Jacobson◊
Rorie Johnston
Judy Jones-Cone
Chase and Nicole Kemp
Theodore and Georgeiana Kleiter*
Gregory Koch
Jim Kuden◊
Gilbert and Judith Kunkel*
Stephen and Erica Lambert
Donna Rae Lee*
Scott and Allison Liljegren*
Karen Lindsey
George and Brenda Lockie
Scotty Lombardi
Charlene Longacre
Jesse Longacre◊*
James and Rebecca Lund
Lee MacMahon◊
Lyle and Evelyn Davis
Mayra Magos
Bob and Ruth Mangrum*
Richard Marino*
Escondido Research and Technology Center*
McGinnis Reno Group
Michael and Michelle McGowen
Judith McKee
Amanda McLean
Lawrence and Deborah Michel*
Harvey and Cathy Mitchell*
Margaret Moats
G. Douglas and Margaret Moir*
Christine Moore
Robert and Christine Moore
Jerry and Phyllis Morris
Allison Morrissey
Kelly Mowrey
Faith Much
Karla Navarro
Jonathan Navarro-Rodriguez
Edward and Pam Nelson
Michael and Selene Neumann
Barry I. Newman◊
Nhu Q. Nguyen
Jenna Novotny
Marianne O’Connor
Jennifer Oliver
Kathleen R. Owen
Palomar Health Foundation
Scott and Susan Peck*
Violet “Vi” Pfeiler◊
Jack and Elaine◊ Port*
Peggy Raymond◊
James and Elizabeth Roberts*
Ronnie and Mollie Robison
Rosa Ruiz
Edna Sahm◊
Alan Salvi
Linden Root Dickinson Foundation*
Paul Savo*
Jeff and Mary Shea

* Founders
** Benefactors
◊ Deceased
Carl and Allie Skaja
Sara Slade
Stephen Smith
Vaughn Smith
John W. Smylie◊
Charlie Snowder
Tracy St. Amour
Raymond Stanley
Matthew Starr
Robert and Carol Stein
Suzanne Stewart Pohlman
Dennis and Michelle Sullivan
Dolores Swanger*
Sally A. Thomas◊
Felix Tinkov
Carol Trautner*
Tishmall Turner
Vista Hill Foundation
North County Times*
Warren Family Foundation
Richard Warren
Washtek, Inc.
Harry and Rosamond Weinberg
Michael and Joni Wexler
Jim and Nancy Wiese
John ◊ and Mari Williamson*
Elizabeth Wohlford
Woody Woodaman
Dave Woods
James Wright

Deborah Young*
Gladys Young*
Donald and Candy Zech

* Founders
** Benefactors
◊ Deceased